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Pleasing the ladies
P
icture a rich, Arabian sheik with
a harem of wives and concuCLARE-MARIE
bines.
GOSSE
If you’re a man, perhaps you’re
already imagining yourself as the
Brazen
sheik, relishing the idea of having multiple, beautiful women at your disposal.
But take a second to think about it.
It’s a delicate dance. A woman’s
Imagine having to deal with an army thought process usually stems from a
of complicated, emotional women, place of emotion and feeling, whereas
sending you mixed signals; erupting in a man’s thought process tends to be
tantrums of jealousy; making demands spurred from logic and reason.
on your time; bugging you to clean up
This might make women sound
after yourself; and conspiring and snip- somewhat flakey, but what it actually
ing about you behind your back. (I’m a means is women have a superior
woman so I can say these things and to amount of intuitively innate common
be fair, if these ladies have to put up sense.
with being in a harem, they should at
Newfoundland and Labrador has
least be allowed some bad behaviour.) been steadily building on hers. They
I suppose every self-respecting do say men need to be beaten over the
harem has its own hierarchy: the most head a few times before they catch on
important wife, the
and so pulling the
favourite concubine,
sheik’s stuff (a.k.a.
the young newcomthe Maple Leaf)
A woman’s thought
er. It’s the sheik’s job
down from the closet
to keep the balance process usually stems and threatening to
of harmony — to
toss it out into the
keep the ladies
yard unless he made
from a place of
happy. After all, he
good on the Atlantic
emotion and feeling, Accord was an
wouldn’t want to
wake up one morninspired move. Of
whereas a man’s
ing to find his balls
course, she doesn’t
stapled to the bedto go too far.
thought process tends want
post.
Bra burning (or flag
It must be quite a
burning) can be a bit
to be spurred from
challenge, making
frightening and getthe top wife feel
ting
downright
logic and reason.
important,
while
bitchy just diminishpandering to a temes a person’s credipestuous, but alluring, concubine — bility.
especially if the other wives, particuA polite and inquiring letter, outlinlarly the youngest, are getting a bit ing Newfoundland and Labrador’s
demanding.
requests for attention, was a good
Canada should know.
place to start off this time around. One
Different provinces rise and fall in would-be sheik recently answered the
and out of favour, but there will always note and his response proved somebe the staple, top wife, Ontario, the what sensitive to her needs. Appalled
demanding concubine, Quebec (if she by the brownie points scored, perhaps
doesn’t flounce off and declare celiba- the other two, in typical male competcy), and the youngest addition, New- itiveness, will offer even more. They
foundland and Labrador.
should probably get a move on,
Inexperienced NL has had some though, women don’t like it when men
catching up to do over the years, losing say they’ll call and don’t follow
out on more than one occasion to the through.
high-flying demands of Mistress
And while I’m on the subject of polQuebec, dangling the threat of her itics and the sexes … is anyone really
departure over the sheik.
surprised by the lack of women runBut why shouldn’t Quebec make ning in the federal election? The
demands? It’s tough being one of 13, would-be sheiks (and their minions)
especially lately, when it seems the are so uninspiring, so full of rhetoric
youngest wife is looking better every and testosterone-soaked, school-yard
day; her new assets steadily blooming bickering, no self-respecting woman
and with them, a growing sense of con- (the real flesh and blood kind this time)
fidence.
wants any part of it.
Whatever might she ask for next?
No woman wants to deal with an
Just over a year ago the sheik really army of men, with their uncomplicatdid wake up with his balls stapled to ed, yet unfathomable logic, continuthe bedpost, and all because he made ously failing to communicate, erupting
some casually flirtatious remark about in tantrums of jealousy, making
oil royalties early one summer morn- demands on their time, bugging them
ing. How was he supposed to know to clean up after them, hogging the
Newfoundland and Labrador would remote control, being tight-fisted and
take it so literally? The youngster will calling them the “old ball and chain”
be demanding retribution for the upper behind their back.
Churchill contract next and then where
If women are going to get heavily
will he be? Stuck in the middle of two involved in Canadian politics the
women, in danger of getting his eyes whole set-up has to change.
scratched out.
It would be nice to see. A few good
The sheik certainly has his hands women could really put the sheik in his
full, particularly now, as he’s threat- place.
ened with being usurped by other
would-be sheiks. They’re all trying to Clare-Marie Gosse is The Indepenfigure out how to best please the dent’s senior writer.
ladies.
clare-marie-gosse@theindependent.ca
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Elliott says she’s paid about $18 for
each little baby suit she knits, and generally completes six at a time. A
sweater could bring in $45 or more.
“Here, in Winter Brook, there’s two
of us (knitters) now,” she says. “There
used to be quite a few more than that,
but there’s only two of us left.
“It’s a great pastime. You sit down
for an hour or so, probably watching
TV, pick up your knitting and do some
… there’s a nice bit of work goes into
it all the same. You’ve got to be careful
with it, no mistakes and what have you.
I never had one sent back, thank goodness.”
Elliott proudly shows off the
NONIA plaque on her wall for 25 years
of service, the engraved watch she
received at 50 years, and the silver
locket she was given just last year, at
Government House, celebrating 60
years.
“Believe it or not, I didn’t think it
would go on this long. If I get another
62 out of it, I’ll be OK,” she says,
laughing.
“It’s just something to do. I can’t sit
here with nothing to do.”
NONIA began in 1920 as a fundraiser for health care services. It was incorporated in 1924.
“All the little outports all around the
island really didn’t have a lot of medical care then,” says manager Judy
Anderson. “The governor general, his
wife started NONIA to get knitting
done by the ladies in the outports, and
it came into St. John’s and was sold.”
The money raised went towards
bringing nurses from England to care
for people in Newfoundland. In 1934,
the government took over the funding
of medical care — but the knitters kept
on going, keeping the organization’s
name and history alive.
Still a not-for-profit organization, all
money brought in today goes towards
paying the knitters, the six NONIA
staff, and maintaining their building on
Water Street (owned and occupied by
the organization since the 1950s, the
building is in need of a few upgrades).
If there’s any extra at the end of the
year, it’s divvied up among the craftspeople as bonuses.
“The past couple of years, we
haven’t had anything to give as bonuses,” says Anderson. “We’re just trying
to keep on the black side of the line,
which is a challenge.”
The first floor of the three-storey
building is devoted to retail space for
NONIA knitwear and other selected
Newfoundland crafts. Anderson’s
office is on the second floor, as is storage space for finished work. The top
floor is quality control, where orders
are placed and inspected, and hundreds
of balls of wool line the walls.
“I just think it’s a good cause,”
Anderson says of the organization.
“The knitters are very dedicated, like
Mrs. Elliott out there in Winter Brook,
it’s a big part of her life.
“It’s like any craft, you don’t make
money at it as such but it gives you that
bit of pocket money and a bit of pride
in the work. And we have some
absolutely fabulous knitters out there.”
Anderson pulls out an intricate, twoply lace christening blanket, knit by
Annie Lane of Salvage. Lane, after 72
years of knitting, has just decided to
give it up — which is why Anderson
decided to hold on to the blanket, her

Socks, hats and mitts
still going strong

Emma Elliott

last work for NONIA.
“Back when (Annie) was 13, her
mother was sick, she wanted to do her
bit to help provide medical care for her
mother, so she started and she’s been at
it ever since,” says Anderson. “Most of
our knitters, they get into it for something to do, it’s a craft they enjoy
doing, something they can get a few
cents for.”
In spite of their aging workforce,
Anderson says NONIA has just about
as much knitwear coming in as the
employees can handle — though
they’re always looking for more good
knitters.
Anderson points to a black and white
photograph of a pair of elderly hands,
knitting. The picture, which has
become a logo for the organization,
was taken a few years ago of Jesse
Chaffey, a long time NONIA knitter,
and a joy to work with.
“She died a few years ago,” says
Anderson, “and she was buried with
her knitting needles and the NONIA
knitting she was working on.”
Although Anderson loves the photograph, she has reservations about
potentially presenting the organization
as seniors-only.
“I don’t want people to think we’ve
got a whole bunch of little old ladies
knitting for us, and we’re not paying
them a whole lot, or we’re exploiting
them … we’re really not.
“We do have older and younger knitters,” she continues. “Knitting has had
a bit of a resurgence in the last couple

YOUR VOICE
Bush’s second victory tainted
Dear editor,
I enjoyed Ivan Morgan’s column
(‘Bread and circuses’) in the Jan. 1-7
edition of The Independent. Thought
you might like to know that George W.
Bush’s second victory was tainted by
Republican “dirty tricks” in Ohio. A
good source is Harper’s Magazine for
August 2005.
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Questions of democratic process
have also occupied a joint committee of
academics from CalTech and MIT, set
up following the 2000 U.S. presidential
election — they have been looking at
the different voting methods used,
which vary from state to state.
Frank R. Smith,
St. John’s

Paul Daly/The Independent

of years, people are taking it up again.
A lot of our knitters are mothers and
daughters.”
They’ve even had a couple of men
knitting over the years, but they never
lasted long (“usually, they weren’t as
good as they thought they were,”
laughs Anderson). There is currently
one man in Clarenville who contributes
beautiful woven pieces.
“We go to four out-of-province craft
fairs,” says Anderson. “And we take a
lot of stock to them … a lot of other
provinces, there’s a faster pace of life
and they just don’t have time to do
hand knitting, but they appreciate it.”
It’s up to the quality control team to
keep track of what’s selling and what’s
not, to keep an eye to trends and styles.
Sweaters don’t sell as well as they once
did — the popularity of fleece has
taken a bite out of the market — but
socks, hats and mitts are still going
strong.
It’s also up to the third-floor team to
determine if knitters are skilled enough
— or still skilled enough — to do work
up to NONIA’s standards. Anderson
pulls out a tiny blue sweater and sighs.
“This lady’s hands are rough so it
rubs off the wool, the quality of the
knitting is uneven … some things we
do sell as seconds but some things
can’t even be sold as bargains.”
Then she faces the delicate task of
breaking it to the knitter — someone
who may have been a NONIA regular
for decades.
“There are a lot of challenges to

working with the ladies, too,” admits
Anderson. “Their knitting has always been
good enough for themselves and their families so if we’re critical we may get something like ‘Well, I’ve been knitting longer
than you’ve been born’ … some are only
too happy for pointers, but others …”
There was a time NONIA was the only
craft store on Water Street. And though the
building leaks and the market is competitive, Anderson sees the 85-year-old organization continuing well into the future.
Just down the road from Emma Elliott’s
home in Winter Brook, Violet Curtis is finishing up a hat in her own hometown of
Portland. She, too, is a 60-year knitter with
NONIA.
“I don’t get outside much this time of
year,” she says. “It’s too quiet, there’s only
a few houses here, that’s the worst part of it
… but I enjoy sitting down and knitting, and
a bit of extra money always comes in
handy.”
Curtis serves as the secretary for her area,
organizing the three other knitters around
her town.
“There’s a few in the area that have given
up knitting; they can’t knit, they’re too old
to knit, their hands are bad,” she says. “I
don’t knit much for myself, not now. One
time, I used to knit a lot, sweaters for the
kids … but they’re all grown up now, they
don’t need my sweaters.”
Having started knitting at age 15, Curtis
says it’s no surprise to her she’s still at it.
“I guess I always thought … if I was still
around I figured I’d still knit. I’ve got no
reason to stop.”
stephanie.porter@theindependent.ca
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ust before Christmas at 11:15
p.m. on Dec. 21, Margaret
Higgins, 45, from Norris Arm
lost her five and a half year battle
with cancer.
Her husband, Gerald, who has
been advocating for a local study into
the effects of overexposure to electromagnetic fields (EMFs) for almost
as long as his wife had been sick,
tells The Independent her death was
sudden, although not entirely unexpected.
“I figured the next time the cancer
moved it was going to take her,” he
says over the phone from central
Newfoundland. “The doctor, the specialist, he said the cancer had gone
right through her brain, right through
her two lungs, through her liver and
in an awful lot of locations in her
bones.”
Higgins has been fighting for
recognition of the dangers of EMF
overexposure from electrical transformers and cables in Newfoundland
and Labrador since Margaret was
first diagnosed with breast cancer in
2000.
They lived in a small bungalow,
overshadowed by heavy power lines,
which Higgins believes was responsible for his wife’s condition.
He discovered that out of the 62
transformers in his town, there were
incidents of cancer located close to
60.
He has since spoken to thousands
of cancer victims, and to support
Higgins, Norris Arm mayor Fred
Budgell mailed 150 letters to towns
in the province, asking for stories of
cancer that could be related to transformers — 90 towns responded.
Higgins has had a wealth of support from scientists around the

‘The fight goes on’
Norris Arm man continues campaign for study into
electromagnetic fields, despite death of his wife
world, politicians and even the Sierra
Club of Canada. His ultimate aim is
to secure an independent local study
of the issue.
Scientists have been conducting
research into the health effects of
EMFs for decades.
Reports have shown exposure can
increase the risk of childhood
leukemia, as well as exacerbate other
cancers and chronic illnesses.
Some countries such as Sweden

Renee O’Brien
Market Manager

Crash that killed upper Churchill
negotiators result of pilot error
By Nelson Sherren
For The Independent

S

igned in 1969, the upper
Churchill contract has been a sore
point with Newfoundlanders and
Labradorians ever since, given the
incredibly lopsided nature of the 65year deal that sees Quebec rake in
untold billions more in profit than this
province.
While criticism has been abundant,
actual facts have been somewhat scarce,
primarily because the deal’s chief negotiators died in a plane crash soon after
the contract was inked. Details of the
contract seemed to die with them.
On Nov. 11, 1969, a de Havilland
executive jet struck the rock face of an
open pit mine at Labrador City, killing
all eight aboard — including Donald
McParland, 40, president and chief
executive officer of British Newfoundland Corporation Ltd. (Brinco), and
Eric Lambert, 46, vice-president of
Brinco and the Churchill Falls
(Labrador) Corporation (CFLCo).
Brinco was the parent company of
CFLCo, the company that developed
and negotiated the upper Churchill contract with Hydro-Quebec.
Nelson Sherren was chief of the
Wabush Volunteer Fire Brigade when
the plane went down and says his memories of the crash are still vivid.
“Our Brigade provided emergency
services to the Wabush airport because
of the proximity of our facility and
equipment to the airport,” Sherren
says, adding the crash was the result of

pilot error.
In May, 1970 Canadian Press reported
that a combination of a procedural error in
the Moncton, N.B., air traffic control centre and pilot failure to properly identify a
radio beacon were responsible for the
crash.
The investigation carried out by the federal Transportation Department at the time
noted there were two radio beacons for
use in instrument approaches to Wabush.
One north of the landing area and another
to the south.
The northern beacon approach procedure “had been cancelled six months earlier but as a result of a system procedural
error, on occasion clearances to use this
procedure continued to be issued” by the
Moncton centre, read the Transportation
Department report.
“Steps have been taken to ensure that
procedural errors will not occur.”
On the night of the crash, the co-pilot
received and accepted clearance for the
cancelled approach procedure, the report
said.
“This resulted in a six-mile northward
displacement of the approach pattern.
Having crossed over a beacon that the
pilot apparently incorrectly assumed to be
south of the field, he was now flying at his
minimum approach altitude, expecting to
see the runway ahead.
“Routine radio transmissions were
heard moments before the crash occurred
against the side of the mine pit.”
Weather conditions at the time were
deteriorating but still above minimum limits for an approach to the Wabush field, the
report said.

and Switzerland have since tightened
their guidelines for recommended
magnetic field exposure. Others recommend a precautionary approach.
Canada has no current guidelines
in place.
In September, 2005, a letter from
Health Canada to the province in
response to EMF health concerns
outlined by deputy Health minister
John Abbott stated the federal government is waiting for the results of a

World Health Organization project
into the issue before funding any
studies of its own or setting safety
guidelines. The results are expected
some time this year.
Higgins says renal (kidney) failure
was recorded as Margaret’s cause of
death, even though, ultimately, cancer was the culprit.
“She finally came to her death by
cancer, for them to say renal failure
and leave it at that, it don’t sound
right … five and a half years of needles being shoved in, ultrasounds,
CAT scans and bone scans, to bring it
down to kidney failure, renal failure.”
Higgins says Margaret was a private person and she would often get
cross with him for pushing the EMF
issue so strongly.
“She was a very nice person, but
she was very private. She wanted me
to quit what I was doing but I couldn’t do that. I know in years to come
it’s going to make a big difference. I
know that from the people I talk to.”
He describes Margaret as a strong
and active person — even when she
was sick, she would exercise and rise
early in the mornings.
She was still on her feet and
preparing for Christmas just a few
days before she died.
As well as her husband, Margaret
is survived by two daughters and one
son in their early 20s.
Higgins says he is determined to
keep campaigning for the recognition
of the dangers of EMFs, along with
so many other supporters across the
country.
“I’m ready to keep on doing what
I’m doing. I consider myself a very
strong person and I won’t back
down.
“The fight goes on … I found my
reason for being on earth, to fight for
this.”
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